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The gas microturbines gain significance in various industry sectors. One of their most crucial advantages is
the capability of utilizing variety of fuels. At the same time, the emissions regulations become increasingly strict.
This is why there is a need to look for a new technological solution to limit the emissions of selected substances,
like carbon monoxide (CO) and nitrogen oxides (NOx). The internal recirculation of the flue gases is well known
to limit the temperature peak and for the homogenization of the temperature field gradient in different combustion chambers. This paper presents a numerical investigation of a novel internal flue gas recirculation system
applied to gas microturbine combustors. The ability to perform an internal exhaust gases recirculation by
adding a combustor internal pipe system was verified numerically. This paper exposed the numerical investigation methods and obtained results. The study presents the concept and results performed on three cases of
internal exhaust gases recirculation systems applied to a reference combustor. The work permitted to demonstrate numerically that it is possible to perform an autonomous exhaust gases recirculation inside gas microturbine combustor at a maximum global rate of 0.51%, and that the recirculation system has an impact on the
combustion processes without specially modifying the combustor work parameters.
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1. Introduction
Gas microturbines are engines used to convert fuel energy into mechanical and/or thermal energy. These devices
are used in locations where waste fuel is generated (described by Chitrarth Lav and Raj Kumar Singh [1]), as
emergency electricity generators for hospitals, as a power
drive for drones and even cars (Jaguar C-X75 or Pininfarina
H600), etc. In the near future, it is expected that gas microturbines applicability will grow substantially. This expectation is related to the multiple advantages of microturbines.
It has a compact design, high power to mass ratio, limited
number of rotating parts, low noise pollution level, low
vibration level, high potential for the use of various fuel,
etc. [1].
Since few decades, more restrictive environmental regulations are being enforced and gas turbine producers are
forced to maintain the agreement between efficient and
clean combustion. The major pollutants are the nitrogen
oxides (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO). The main engineering objective of this work is to elaborate a new type of
combustor solution that could be adopted to energy devices.
The use of the gas microturbine considering emission
regulations leads to the development of new types of combustor for gas microturbines. This paper investigates
a novel concept of combustor for gas microturbine equipped with an internal exhaust gas recirculation system. The
exhaust gas recirculation system is often applied to piston
combustion engines and to power industry gas turbines. The
recirculation system may be realized by adding a pipe system permitting to transfer a part of the exhaust gases into
the inlet of the power device. This solution is often called
the External Flue Gas Recirculation (EFGR). Another recirculation system may be based on transferring part of the
exhaust gases from the end of the combustion zone, in
power device combustor, to the combustion zone. This is
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called Internal Flue Gas Recirculation (IFGR). The role of
recirculating exhaust gases is to reduce the temperature
peaks and its gradients, which have a direct impact on the
reduction of thermal NOx. In this paper, a gas microturbine
combustor equipped with a novel IFGR system is investigated numerically. The current paper describes the numerical investigation of the above-mentioned design solution.
Numerical methods are often used in order to verify and
optimize design solutions. The works of Sarlej et al., Chen
and Liu, Liu et al., Kim et al. and Huang et al. were oriented on the combustion investigation of the burner and were
performed using numerical tools [2]. In the work [3] the
influence of the heat supplied into the combustor of the gas
microturbine GTM-120 on the aerodynamics of the flow
through the combustor was numerically investigated. The
work presented a cold flow analysis and the combustion
was not simulated in the combustor. The authors underline
that the applied RANS k-epsilon model gives accurate
results.
The work [4] describes a numerical simulation of the
combustion chamber of the gas microturbine GTM-140.
The authors used the RANS k-epsilon turbulence model,
the non-premixed combustion model and the Discrete Ordinates radiation model. The obtained flow and combustion
parameters were compared with the experimental data. It
permitted to validate the mathematical models used to perform the simulation.
The work [5] presented a numerical investigation of the
influence of the reference area on the velocity profile, temperature field, mixing process and the flame behaviour, in
a gas microturbine combustor. The authors used the Shear
Stress Transfer turbulence model, the P-1 radiation model
and the Eddy Dissipation model for the combustion. The
results were compared with the calculation methodology
presented by Lefebvre and performed in GateCycle pro21
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gram. The results from the simulation and from the
Lefebvre calculation methodology were similar. This work
shows that the use of various methods (simulation and
calculation methodology) permitted to investigate phenomena without using real devices.
In the work [6] a flow with combustion processes occurring in gas turbine was investigated. The numerical results
were compared with experimental results, and many of the
performed simulations were accurate. The work presented
many combustion models (Eddy dissipation model, Finiterate chemistry model, Flamelet model, Burning velocity
model, Extended coherent flame model, Monotone integrated LES, and Linear eddy mixing model). In this work,
the Flamelet model appears to be an interesting solution to
simulate the combustion processes in gas turbine. This
model permits to get an accurate temperature and species
field using a detailed chemistry, while having shorter calculation time than other more complex combustion models.
In the work [7] the KJ66 gas microturbine combustor
was simulated. In this work, the steady flamelet model with
a reduced mechanism of 63 species and 167 reactions (kerosene fuel) was used. In terms of the combustion modelling, the temperature field at the outlet of the combustor
was in agreement with the experimental results.
Novelty of the current paper is based on introduction of
a totally new concept of recirculating exhaust gases by
adding an autonomous pipe system directly inside the combustor. In previous research the recirculation process was
realized by the vortex generation but not by adding a pipe
system.
This study aims to perform a numerical investigation in
order to assess the ability to obtain an autonomous exhaust
gases recirculation and analyze its impact on the combustion processes and work parameters of the gas microturbine
combustor.

2. Case study combustor and operating conditions
A referential combustor was designed to be suitable for
microturbine application. It has a nominal power of around
40 kW and it is fired with methane. The designed combustor calculated work parameters are listed in the table 1,
while the characteristic cross sections of the gas microturbine are shown in Fig. 1. The scheme of the referential
combustor is presented in Fig. 2.

representing higher pressure. The proposed novel combustor design takes this fact into account.

Fig. 1. The cross sections available for the analysed gas microturbine

Fig. 2. The scheme of the referential combustor in 3D model

Investigation of the IFGR system applied to the gas microturbine was divided into three major concepts of the
modified referential combustor.
The first modified combustor (Case A) is presented in
Fig. 3 with this IFGR system concept. Additional IFGR
pipes are connected to the existing mixing tubes in the
vicinity of their outlets. The idea behind this concept is to
redirect part of the exhaust gases into the fresh air-fuel
mixture.

Table 1 The referential gas microturbine and combustor work parameters
Parameters

H

1

2

3

p [Pa]

101325

99298

324992

311992

–

p [Pa]

101325

90918

306584

301133

101325

T ∗ [K]

288

288

433

1185

–

T [K]

288

280

426

1175

–

c [m/s]

0

120

120

155

̴ 80

∗

kg

kg

s

s

cs = 4.874 ∙ 10−3 ; ṁ = 0.251

4

The main objective of this investigation is to check the
possibility to design an autonomous IFGR system applied
to gas microturbine combustor. The main technical issue is
that the exhaust gases are transferred to a combustor region
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Fig. 3. Modified combustor (Case A)
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The second concept of modified combustor (Case B) is
presented in Fig. 4. In this IFGR case, additional pipes are
installed outside of the liner which permits to transfer
a portion of exhaust gases from the outlet of the combustor
into the combustion zone, located at the beginning of the
liner. The third combustor concept (Case C) is presented in
Fig. 5. This IFRG solution consists of adding a pipe connected to the base of the mixing tube. The internal channel
of the mixing pipe is shaped as a venturi tube, which permits to generate sufficient under pressure acting as a driving force able to direct the exhaust gases and mix them with
air in the mixing pipe.

Fig. 4. Modified combustor (Case B)

Fig. 5. Modified combustor (Case C)

3. Numerical methods
3.1. Computational domain grid system
The three-dimensional geometry was created using Solid Edge and Ansys preprocessor [8]. Computational domain
is shown in Fig. 6. Mesh is one of the most important factors in the simulation of the combustion chamber. To resolve the major flow properties, the tetrahedral cell system
is often created. It was previously proven that this meshing
solution is successful in case of gas microturbines combustors [3–7]. This kind of element permits to fill a complex
geometry, while keeping correct values of quality parameters (skewness, orthogonality and aspect ratio). Recently,
the polyhedral cell mesh was intensively developed and
then analyzed. This kind of cells are considered to give
relatively good results, similarly to the tetrahedral elements,
COMBUSTION ENGINES, 2021, 187(4)

while obtaining elements with better quality parameters [9–
11]. Finally, the polyhedral mesh with a maximum cell
length of 0.8 mm was selected for this study. The volume
mesh was improved by selecting the value of 0.45 for the
cell quality limit (desired orthogonal quality). Additionally,
boundary layers were generated in order to not exceed the
Y+ value of 300. Table 2 shows the quality parameters of
the obtained mesh system.
Table 2. Quality parameters of the meshes
Case

Number of
cells
[millions]

Maximum
aspect ratio

Maximum
skewness

Minimum
orthogonal
quality

Reference

5.8

38.3

0.895

0.435

Case A

6.3

93.2

0.899

0.420

Case B

7.0

35.8

0.900

0.432

Case C

6.4

62.0

0.895

0.200

Fig. 6. External view of the computational domain (the external view is
similar in all cases)

3.2. Mathematical model
The mathematical model used here is based on the
commercial CFD code Ansys FLUENT [12]. Simulation of
the following processes occurs in the combustor: turbulent
flow, gas phase combustion and radiative transport.
Realizable k-ε model [13, 14] was used as a closure of
the turbulent Reynolds equations. The realizable k-ε model
is relatively widely used for engineering applications and
provides better performance in many industrial turbulent
flows than the standard k-ε model. The enhanced wall
treatment was enabled. This model permits to resolve the
flow when the value of Y+ is less or equal to 1, or to apply
the enhanced wall function if the value of Y+ is greater than
1. This wall treatment is a good compromise in the case
when the phenomena arising at the wall do not have a crucial impact on the general flow properties, like in our case.
In case of combustion in furnace problem, radiation is
not only the dominant energy transport mechanism but also
one of the most complex problems. A Discrete Ordinates
method [4, 14] was used to evaluate the radiative heat transfer. In a typical combustion chamber, H2O and CO2 are the
main gaseous absorbers and emitters of radiant energy. The
total emissivity of gas is calculated by a number of gray
gases using polynomial correlations for weighing factors
and absorption coefficient according to Weighted Sum of
Grey Gases method [14]. Widely employed coefficients for
emissivity [15], fitted from the benchmark exponential
wide-band model, have been used in this work. The
WSGGM represents the entire spectrum with three gray
gases having uniform absorption coefficients. The total gas
phase absorption coefficient is calculated from the total
23
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emissivity with the mean path length calculated from the
characteristic cell size. The wall emissivity was set to unity,
which is a typical recommendation in gas microturbine
combustor simulations [16].
The non-premixed steady diffusion flamelet model [17]
was used as a general concept for treating the interaction
between turbulence and chemistry in flames. The assumption is that turbulent diffusion combustion processes can be
described as an ensemble of discrete, steady laminar
flames, called flamelets. These flamelets are similar to
opposite laminar diffusion flames and can be calculated
using detailed chemical mechanism, which means that
kinetic effects play an important role here. This formulation
also takes into account local turbulence effects via strain
rates. Thus, with flamelets, the results are not only dependent on the local mixture of fuel and oxidizer and enthalpy
levels, but also on the local turbulence. Based on the flamelet, a look-up pdf table is generated
The flamelets were created on the base of the detailed
GRI-MECH 3.0 mechanism [18]. This is a 53 species
mechanism with 325 reactions created to model the combustion process of methane. Firstly, the Grimech 3.0 mechanism and thermodynamic files were downloaded from the
Berkeley website [18]. These files were introduced into the
Fluent software using the non-premixed steady diffusion
flamelet model first dialog window. Then, the fuel was
modelled as pure methane and the air was simplified to
23% mass fraction of oxygen (O2) and 77% mass fraction
of nitrogen (N2) (these parameters were selected in the
second dialog window). Finally, based on these files and
fuel/oxidizer parameters, the flamelet and the pdf look-up
table were generated, according to the Fluent software predefined parameters (in the next dialog windows). The use
of the pdf look-up table is an interesting method for combustion modeling, because the physical and chemical proprieties (such as density, temperature and species mass
fraction) of the flow are determined based on this table and
some parameters, such as local mean mixture fraction and
its variance, the scalar dissipation and the mean enthalpy,
which are calculated. Once this process is achieved, the
turbulent combustion model is ready to perform calculations in the fluent software.
Boundary conditions are discussed below. Inlet: experimental data at the entry are used. Outlet: it is assumed that
in case of the exit plane normal to the x-direction, the gradients of all variables except pressure are zero. Values of xvelocity at the exit are initially assumed to be the same as
those immediately upstream of the exit plane and subsequently scaled appropriately to satisfy the overall mass
conservation. Hence, at the exit plane it may be written as
(∂φ/∂x)exit = 0. Wall: at the wall, no slip condition is applied and the values of velocity components are set to zero.
The flow near the wall is influenced by molecular viscosity
rather than by turbulence. The wall function method of [19]
uses algebraic formulations to link quantities at the wall to
those further away. The boundary conditions were implemented as described in the next Table 3.
The spatial discretization was of the second order [4],
with a pressure-velocity coupled method and the pseudotransient approach [20]. The pressure based solver was used.
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Table 3. Implemented boundary conditions
Designation of the
boundary
condition

Type

Parameters

Air inlet

Mass Flow
Inlet

Mass flow = 0.251 kg/s | Turbulent
Intensity = 15 % | Turbulent Viscosity
Ratio = 10 | Total Temperature =
433.834 K | Mean Mixture Fraction = 0 |
Mixture Fraction Variance = 0

Fuel inlet

Mass Flow
Inlet

Mass flow = 0.004874 kg/s | Turbulent
Intensity = 15% | Turbulent Viscosity
Ratio = 10 | Total Temperature = 300 K |
Mean Mixture Fraction = 1 | Mixture
Fraction Variance = 0

Exhaust

Pressure
Outlet

Static Pressure = 0 Pa | Turbulent Intensity = 15 % | Turbulent Viscosity Ratio =
10 | Backflow Total Temperature = 300
K | Mean Mixture Fraction = 0 | Mixture
Fraction Variance = 0

Wall

Wall

Stationary Wall | No Slip | No Heat
Exchange | Internal Emissivity = 1 |
Opaque Wall | Diffuse Fraction of Radiation = 1

Operating
conditions

–

Operating pressure = 301133.803 Pa |
Gravity off

4. Results and discussion
The combustors can be characterized using various parameters. In this study, the ability to perform the autonomous exhaust recirculation was analysed. The impact of
this IFGR system implementation on the pressure drop was
assessed and the influence on combustion processes will be
evaluated by the analysis of temperature fields and evolution of CO and NOx emissions.
4.1. Ability to recirculate exhaust gases
In this section the numerical simulation results of the
three cases are discussed. Numerical simulations prove that
it is possible to perform an autonomous exhaust gases recirculation inside gas microturbine combustor at a maximum
global rate of 0.51% and that the recirculation system has
an impact on the combustion processes without significantly modifying the combustor work parameters. Figure 7
shows the calculated air mass flows and recirculated exhaust gases across the mixing pipes for different cases.
Based on the performed simulations, the recirculated
exhaust gases mass flows in each combustor case were
performed. IFGR ratios were calculated following the definitions given by equations 1 and 2. The parameter IFGR%
refers to the ratio of the recirculated exhaust gases mass
flow to the air mass flow passing across the mixing pipe,
while the parameter IFGR%* refers to the ratio of the recirculated exhaust gases mass flow to the exhaust gases mass
flow leaving the combustor. The table 4 represents the
calculated ratios.
IFGR% =
IFGR%∗ =

Recirculated exhaust gases mass flow [kg/s]∙100
Air mass flow passing across the mixing pipe [kg/s]
Recirculated exhaust gases mass flow [kg/s]∙100
Exhaust gases mass flow leaving the combustor [kg/s]

(1)
(2)
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Recirculated exhaust
gases mass flow [kg/s]

b)

Case C

1.40E-03
1.20E-03
1.00E-03

Case A Case B
8.00E-04
6.00E-04
1

2

3

4

Fig. 7. a) Air mass flow across the mixing pipes, b) Recirculated exhaust gases
Table 4. The IFGR ratio
Case
Reference

IFGR%

IFGR%*

0

0

Case A

2.31

0.29

Case B

2.50

0.32

Case C

6.85

0.51

The IFGR ratio is the most significant in case C (Table
4) with the value of 0.51% for IFGR* and around 6.85% for
IFGR. In cases A and B the IFGR ratios are comparable
having values of around 0.29% and 0.32% respectively and
2.31% and 2.5% for IFGR*. The difference between each
case is due to design differences. In the cases A and B, the
recirculation of the exhaust gases is accomplished by creating a pressure difference between the collection and injection locations. The difference between the total pressure (in
the location where the exhaust gases are collected) and
static pressure (in the location where the exhaust gases are
released) is utilized.
In the last case (C), the recirculation of exhaust gases
was driven not only by the total-static pressure difference
but also by an additional pressure difference generated by
the venturi implemented into the mixing pipe (Fig. 5). On
the other hand, due to the fact that the recirculating pipe in
the case C has a higher diameter (6 mm) than in the cases A
(3 mm) and B (4 mm), the axial velocity of the recirculated
exhaust gases (10 m/s) is smaller than in the others cases A
(22.95 m/s) and B (16.13 m/s). Each of the three IFGR
cases was designed in a way to obtain the greater mass flow
of the recirculated exhaust gases.
In the case A, the recirculation velocity is the highest
and this is a desired phenomenon because the recirculated
part of the exhaust gases permits to cool the IFGR pipe
passing across the combustion zone. In the case B, the recirculating velocity in the IFGR pipe is not as important as
in the case A, because this pipe is located in the cool part of
the combustor; the pipes are located between the liner and
the external housing of the combustor. In the last IFGR case
(C), as in the case B, the recirculated exhaust gases velocity
is not of crucial importance, because the IFGR pipe is connected to the mixing pipe inside of the liner, a location
which is out of the major combustion zone.
Summarizing the IFGR system solution cases, one must
notice the fact that case C procures the higher IFGR ratio
COMBUSTION ENGINES, 2021, 187(4)

while having the lowest recirculation velocity in the IFGR
pipe. The case A presents the totally inversed parameter
compared to the case C. The case B is an intermediate case
in terms of mass flow and velocity of recirculated exhaust
gases. The design of the IFGR systems in the cases B and C
permits them to have lower recirculating exhaust gases
velocity without exposing the IFGR pipe to overheat. Taking into account the mass flow and the design safety (in
terms of overheat), the designs presented in the cases B and
C seem to be the most appropriates.
4.2. Impact of the IFGR system on the pressure drop
Another parameter taken into account during the analysis of the IFGR concept is the total pressure drop in the
combustor. Table 5 presents the total pressure drop in each
case, calculated with equation 3.
∆p∗ =

p2∗ −p3∗
p∗2

∙ 100

(3)

Table 5. The total pressure drop in the combustor
Case

Δp* [%]

Reference

10.00

Case A

10.12

Case B

10.49

Case C

10.78

It was observed that the smallest total pressure drop is
ensured in the referential combustor (10%). This fact is not
surprising, because in the IFGR cases were introduced extra
IFGR pipe systems, sources of additional flow resistance.
The case A has a total pressure drop equal to 10.12%, in the
case B it is equal to 10.49% and in the case C it is equal to
10.78%. Being strict in terms of the values, the most advantageous IFGR case is the case A. Taking into consideration
the fact that the total pressure drop rises just around 0.78%
and the fact that the cases B and C ensure the higher mass
flow of the recirculated exhaust gases, it may be considered
that the best cases to be taken into consideration are still the
cases B and C.
4.3. Impact of the IFGR system on the temperature field
The static temperature homogeneity in the combustor
was described in the first part of this section. Differences in
the temperature field in the studied cross section were visi-
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ble in each case (Fig. 8). In the referential case, a hot-spot
near the outlet of the mixing pipes and near the liner internal perimetrical wall can be observed.

Fig. 8. Static temperature [K] field comparison

In the case A, the temperature field with a more homogeneous gradient around the mixing pipe outlet can be
noticed and the hot-spots are still present near the liner
internal perimetrical walls (Fig. 8). This least hot-spot is
even larger than in the referential case. Observations prove
that the presence of the exhaust gases in the combustion
zone affects the combustion process and thus the temperature field.
In case B, the recirculation system permits to inject a
stream of exhaust gases in the top central part of the liner.
This enhances a more homogenous temperature gradient in
the vicinity of the mixing pipes outlets, but just in the central part of the liner. In the top internal wall close to the
liner an important hot spot can be noticed. The presence of
this hot spot is comprehensive in terms of the recirculated
part of exhaust gases entering the central location of the
liner and not in the perimetrical location of the liner. Near
the liner internal perimetrical wall in the second part of the
liner, as in the previous case (referential and A), there is a
hot-spot. These observations are presented in Fig. 8.
In the last studied case (C), the part of the recirculated
exhaust gases is moved into the combustion zone by the
mixing pipe, like in the case A, but with the highest mass
flow of exhaust gases. This phenomenon affects the combustion zone in the top part of the liner. The temperature
gradient is the most homogeneous compared to the others
cases. This is the most advantageous effect in terms of the
temperature field gradient in the top location of the liner.
This effect is less intensive in the second part of the liner.
Near the internal perimetrical walls the hot spot is present,
as in the others cases, but it is smaller. This description
permits to remark that the case C presents the best particularities in terms of the temperature field gradient. The described case C is presented on Fig. 8.
Summarizing the above analysis, the case C has the
strongest impact on the temperature field. Cases A and B
are less affected by the recirculated exhaust gases. This is
linked to the mass flow of the recirculated gases and its
injection location. According to the descriptions performed
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above, the temperature field gradient is more homogeneous
in the locations where the recirculated gases are injected.
It was shown that each of the obtained mass flow of the
recirculated exhaust gases is sufficient to affect the combustion processes. The fact that the temperature field is
more homogeneous isn’t necessarily equivalent to the reduction of the peak temperature. It may happen that the
average temperature in the combustion zone may rise. Even
with a higher temperature peak it may result in more homogeneous combustion (lower temperature gradient).
According to the performed visual analysis, the most
homogenous temperature field is in the case C. The temperature field homogeneity increases from the reference case
to the case C. This visual analysis is supported by the value
of the static temperature uniformity index related to the area
(equation 4). In the reference case the static temperature
uniformity index related to the area is 0.7495, for the case
A it is 0.7499, for the case B it is 0.7518 and for the case C
it is 0.7579. The static temperature uniformity index is
similar in all cases and is around 0.75. This analysis is
performed just on one selected plane. While computing the
static temperature uniformity index related to the mass
(equation 5) in the whole 3-D computational domain, all
cases have a value of 0.69. Exception is the case B, for
which the value is 0.68. This exception is linked to the fact
that the IFGR system consists of a set of six pipes located
between the liner and the external housing. It indicates that
the IFGR system doesn’t effectively impact the global static
temperature homogeneity in the combustor.
plane

UIarea = 1 −

volume
UImass
=1−

∑N
i=1[(|Tface i −Taverage |)∙Ai ]
2∙Taverage ∙∑N
i=1[Ai ]

∑N
i=1[(|Tcell i −Taveragemass |)∙(Vi ∙ρi )]
2∙Taveragemass ∙∑N
i=1[Vi ∙ρi ]

(4)

(5)

The above study dedicated to the static temperature homogeneity permits to remark that the implementation of the
IFGR system has a local impact on the combustion processes and temperature homogeneity, but the global effect,
inside of the whole combustor, is less visible.
In the second part of this section, the evolution of the
maximum static temperature in the combustor will be discussed.
Figure 9 shows that the maximum static temperature in
the combustor increases from the reference case to the case
C. This phenomenon originates from two facts. The first
fact is that the IFGR system impacts the equivalence ratio
in the combustion processes. This equivalence ratio modification may provoke the apparition of a combustion zone
which is near to the stochiometric conditions. This might
result in the increase of the local combustion temperature.
The second fact is that the exhaust gases replace a part of
the fresh air in the top of the liner. The exhaust gases have
higher temperature than the air coming from the compressor, which can increase the combustion peak temperature in
the top part of the liner.
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Case B
Case A

Reference

Reference

Fig. 9. Maximum static temperature in the combustors

The total exhaust temperature evolution in the combustor was analysed in the third part of this section and presented in Fig. 10. The maximum mass averaged total temperature at the outlet of the combustor is noticed in the case
A (1230 K), and the lowest in the case C (1228 K). The
difference is just about 2 K, which is a negligible value. It
shows that the implementation of the IFGR system doesn’t
affect the total exhaust temperature.

Temperature T3* [K]

Case A
1229.6
1229.4
1229.2
1229.0
1228.8
1228.6
1228.4
1228.2
1228.0
1227.8
1227.6
1227.4
1227.2

combustion temperature increases from the referential to
the case C combustor, the NOx emission also increases
from the referential case to the case C. These results are
coherent with the CO emissions and the maximum combustion temperature evolutions.

Reference

Case B

Case C

CO emission [ppm]

2260
2250
2240
2230
2220
2210
2200
2190
2180
2170
2160
2150

Case C

14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Case A

Case C

145

Case C

140

Case A
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Case B

135
130

Reference

125
120
Fig. 12. The NOx emissions

Fig. 10. Total exhaust gases temperature

4.4. Impact of the IFGR system on the CO and NO x
emissions
The CO dry emissions are presented in Fig. 11. The CO
emissions meet a decreasing evolution from the referential
to the C case combustor. For all IFGR cases, the CO emissions are under the value of 10 ppm. The decreasing values
of the CO emissions are corresponding to the increase of
the maximum combustion temperature and the recirculated
part of the exhaust gases mass flow. This CO emission
reduction may be linked with two facts. The first is that the
combustion temperature from the referential case to the C
case increases, and it is the factor that makes this emission
decreases. The second fact is that a part of CO present in
the exhaust gases is recirculated into the combustion zone,
and the CO of this part of the exhaust gases is reburnt,
causing the CO emission reduction in the IFGR cases.
The NOx dry emissions are presented in Fig. 12. In
terms of NOx emissions, there is an augmentation from the
referential to case C combustor. In the case of the referential combustor the NOx emission is around 127 ppm, while
for the last case (C), the NOx emission is around 140 ppm.
In this kind of power devices, the NOx emission is strongly
linked to the thermal NO mechanism. As the maximum

Case B

Fig. 11. The CO emissions

NOx emission [ppm]

Maximum static
temperature [K]
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To sum up the emissions consideration of the IFGR
concept, it must be underlined that the IFGR case C is the
most advantageous in the context of CO emissions, while
being the worst in terms of the NOx emissions. In the context of the NOx emissions, the referential case is the most
advantageous, while being the worst in terms of the CO
production. This may be explained by the augmentation of
the maximum combustion temperature (hot-spots) from the
case A to the case C. This first study permits to demonstrate
that the IFGR concept adopted for the gas microturbine
combustors permits to reduce the CO emissions, while
provoking the NOx augmentation.

5. Conclusion
This study exposes the IFGR concept adapted to the gas
microturbine combustor as well as the numerical investigation of the referential and three IFGR combustors. The
results were examined and brought several conclusions
listed below:
 by applying the adequate pipe system into the referential
combustor, it is possible to achieve the recirculation of a
part of the exhaust gases,
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 the IFGR combustor case C permits to obtain the maximum mass flow of the recirculated exhaust gases. In addition to the total-static pressure difference, a Venturi
shaped channel was added in the mixing pipe,
 the introduction of the IFGR pipe system into the referential model of the combustor provoked a negligible
augmentation of the total pressure drop between the inlet and outlet of the combustor (the increase of the total
pressure drop has a maximum value of 0.8% – case C),
 the introduction of the exhaust gases into the combustion permitted to softly homogenize the temperature
field on the analysed plane, especially in the case C,
 the introduction of the exhaust gases into the combustion doesn’t significantly affect the temperature homogeneity in the whole combustor,
 the maximum combustion temperature increases successively from the referential to the C case combustor. It is
a consequence of modifying the equivalence ratio in the
combustion zone of the liner, introducing hot exhaust
gases into the fresh air entering inside of the mixing
pipe and reburning the CO present in the exhaust gases,
 the implementation of the IFGR system doesn’t impact
the exhaust total temperature,
 the application of the IFGR system in the combustor
permits to reduce the emission of the CO species, especially in the case C combustor. It is the consequence of

reburning part of CO present in the exhaust gases and
increasing the maximum combustion temperature,
 the implementation of the IFGR system into the combustor provokes the increase of NOx emissions, which is
linked with the increase of the maximum combustion
temperature (explained above), and the maximum emission is obtained in the case C while the minimum in the
referential case.
The concept of the IFGR applied in the gas microturbine combustor was investigated numerically and it
permitted to demonstrate that an autonomous internal flue
gas recirculation is possible and that it has a visible effect
on the combustion process. Taking into consideration the
mass flow efficiency of the recirculated exhaust gases, the
cases B and C (especially C) are the most desirable. At the
same time, it was shown that the implementation of the
IFGR system doesn’t strongly affect the total pressure drop
and the exhaust total temperature, which is a positive observation. Taking into account the reduction of the CO
emission, the C case is the most interesting. Taking into
consideration the lowest emission of the NOx emissions, the
referential combustor is better than the IFRG combustor
cases. The IFGR system applied to gas microturbines permits to reduce the CO emissions. The study permitted also
to demonstrate that the IFGR system provokes an increase
of the NOx emissions. Further investigations will be performed in order to analyse the impact of this IFGR concept
in the context of emissions.

Nomenclature
Ai
c
cs
CO
IFGR
ṁ
NOx
p
T
Taverage
Taveragemass

surface of the i facet defining the analysed
surface [m2]
velocity [m/s]
fuel mass flow [kg/s]
carbon monoxide
Internal Flue Gas Recirculation
air mass flow [kg/s]
nitrogen oxides
pressure [Pa]
temperature [K]
average static temperature in the analysed
cross-section plane [K]
average static temperature in the analysed
computational domain [K]

Tcell i
Tface i
plane

UIarea

volume
UImass

Vi
ρi
1, 2, 3, 4
*index

static temperature in the i cell defining the
computational domain [K]
static temperature on the facet i defining the
analysed surface [K]
plane area weighted static temperature uniformity index [-]
volume mass weighted static temperature
uniformity index [-]
volume of the cell i defining the computational domain [m3]
density of the cell i defining the computational domain [kg/m3]
gas microturbine cross section designation
total value of a parameter
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